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The Era of the
Ballets Russes

1900s Russia

After Russia's governmental and economical decline, artistic 

productions became difficult to produce. The lack of funds 

encouraged Sergei Diaghilev, a Russian businessman, to showcase 

Russian arts for European audiences.

 

In 1907, he first shared a collection of Russian paintings in Paris following a tour of the

Russian Opera. Both events were a success and Diaghilev was invited to bring both ballet

and opera the next year, initiating the Ballets Russes. Challenging the vision of classical

ballet and aristocracy, and pushing the limits of art, the Ballets

Russes excited wild curiosity among Europe and beyond.

 

The Ballets Russes brought together many young artists 

like Vaslav Nijinsky, Anna Pavlova, Michel Fokine and 

others. It fostered collaborations between composers 

such as Igor Stravinsky, Claude Debussy and 

Sergei Prokofiev; artists such as Vasily Kandinsky, 

Alexandre Benois, Pablo Picasso and Henri 

Matisse; and costume designers Léon Bakst 

and Coco Chanel. The Ballets Russes also 

helped kick off many artistic careers such as 

influential choreographer, George Balanchine. 

Performances included The Firebird, Afternoon 

of a Faun and Les Noces, to name a few. The 

Ballets Russes toured Europe, and both North 

and South America from 1909 to 1929.

About the Ballets Russes*

Michel Fokine, Tamara Karsavina

The Firebird, 1910

*The French plural form of the name, “Ballets Russes,” specifically refers to the company
founded by Sergei Diaghilev In some publicity the company was advertised as Les Ballets
Russes de Serge Diaghileff. Sometimes the name is spelled in the singular form. The
names Ballet Russe de Monte-Carlo and the Original Ballet Russe (using the singular) refer
to companies that formed after Diaghilev's death in 1929. Milwaukee Ballet is using the
name in the singular form in our reimagined production.

Bronislava Nijinska, V. Karnetzky

Polovtsian Dances, 1912

Alexandra Danilova, Léonide Massine

La Boutique Fantasque, 1919



The Pabst's historic theater is perfect for reimagining one of ballet history's most inspired

periods.  These choreographers will use this as a blueprint for their creative reinventions.

 

After several years dancing as a leading artist, Nicole Teague-Howell collaborated with local

musician LUXI to create her first piece for the Company, Pull, which premiered in MXE

Milwaukee Mixed in February 2018.

 

Timothy O’Donnell made his Milwaukee debut in the Genesis 2009, where he won both the

competition and the Audience Choice Award. Since joining Milwaukee Ballet Company, he

has premiered five works as resident choreographer including Children of the Wall, Talk to

Me, The Sixth Sin, Sans Pleurer and More Truth Than Poetry.

 

Company Dancer Garrett Glassman made his Milwaukee Ballet choreographic debut with

Affixed, which premiered at the Pabst Theater in 2018.

The Underground Ballet
The Ballets Russes

At first, the Ballets Russes were rejected. Audiences were insulted by its strange movements,

controversial presentation and its complete dismissal of everything classical ballet stood for.

Dancers performed in bare feet, classical technique was ignored and tutus were not used.

The company's first ballet actually created a riot.

 

However, because of the the Ballets Russes' reputation, the productions quickly became "the

thing" to see. The public needed to witness this unique form of art, a similar reaction to

revolutionary art forms like punk rock or graffiti. The Ballets Russes were, what we would

call, "underground ballets".

Social Impact

Our Artists and Ballet Russe Reimagined

Notice the stylistic differences

between 1900s Ballets Russes and

1800s classical Russian ballet. 

 

Fun fact: Both Nijinksi and Pavlova

danced in Diaghilev's Ballets

Russes.

Compare and Contrast

Vaslav Nijinsky

Afternoon of a Faun, 1912

Anna Pavlova

Dying Swan, 1905



Our Pieces
About Ballet Russe Reimagined

I was drawn to The Firebird because I saw an opportunity to interpret the folkloric 
aspect of the story into a very human one. The ballet was derived from Russian fairy 
tales and characters, bringing together the magic of the mythical Firebird and the darkness 
of Koschei the Deathless. I want to highlight intense connections and emotions by focusing 
on aspects of humanity that are not always easy to face. The beauty of live theater and new work 
is that every individual relates to what they see and how they feel differently. Because of this, I am inspired to
probe multiple ways I can move the audience and uproot deep reactions. I have a cast of 12 dancers, mostly
comprised of women. Our Company has amazingly strong women, and I'd love to showcase their unique ability
to draw the audience in.

Nicole Teague-Howell, The Firebird

For this project I chose to reimagine The Rite of Spring. The ballet, originally choreographed by Vaslav Nijinsky
and set to the relentless score of Igor Stravinsky, stirred a riot at its 1913 premiere in Paris. It was this piece of
history that first drew me to the piece as it seems the work, even when it was first envisioned, was somehow a
reimagining already; a bold look forward into what music and dance could become.
 
I found the history of the work so interesting that, at first, I wanted to tell the story the people who created the
Ballets Russes. Their histories and relationships became the very foundation of the tale I wished to 
retell, centered on one single idea: sacrifice. To me, it seems in the wonderful world of the 
Ballets Russes and its artists, creation led to destruction; love to loss; genius to madness.
 
My ballet, Sacre, will take the audience into the world of the Ballets Russes. Starting at 
the point that Diaghilev first discovers Nijinsky, the ballet will investigate the turbulent 
relationships between the key figures who made the Ballets Russes so successful. 
Ultimately, we will be left with three main characters: Nijinsky, Diaghilev and Romola.

Timothy O'Donnell, The Rite of Spring

While researching, I found myself intrigued by several of the original Ballets Russes works. I knew it would be
difficult to choose just one. One of my initial thoughts was, “How can I merge influences from several Ballets
Russes works to create one reimagined piece?” I finally narrowed it down to a piece that could incorporate
aspects of both Bronislava Nijinska’s Les Noces and Léonide Massine’s Pulcinella.
 
Les Noces follows an arranged marriage between two Russian peasant families and the unique wedding
rituals that were involved at that time. I want to find a way to take the theme of a ballet created nearly a century
ago and examine how that same idea relates to society today in terms of wedding culture and the 
emotions that go along with marriage. Here’s where Pulcinella fits into the equation. It’s a 
comedic ballet also composed by Stravinsky, but features a starkly different mood. I intend 
on creating a light-hearted work incorporating dance-theatre and humor set to the music 
of Pulcinella. My reimagined piece will focus on the groom and his groomsmen as they 
sort through mixed emotions on the eve of his wedding day. It will feature five men and 
one woman.

Garrett Glassman, Les Noces and Pulcinella

Photos, Nathaniel Davauer



Breaking Barriers
The Ballets Russes

Diaghilev's Russian Ballet, 1912

Lubov Tchernicheva as Cleopatra, 1920
Diaghilev's Pulcinella, 1924

Massine's Rouge et Noir, 1939

Bakst's Firebird design, 1910

Nijinsky, Le Spectre de la Rose, 1911



A pointe shoe is a type of footwear worn by ballet dancers 

when performing pointe work. Pointe shoes were conceived 

in response to the desire for dancers to appear weightless 

and have evolved to enable dancers to dance en pointe 

(on the tips of their toes) for extended periods of time.

 

Today, pointe shoes are made using several different 

materials including glue, fabrics and threads. The earliest 

form of a pointe shoe dates back to the 1820s, when Marie 

Taglioni, an influential ballerina of her time, began dancing 

on the tips of her toes using ballet flat shoes that were heavily 

padded with cotton wool. Later in 1862, a sturdier shoe was 

constructed offering more support around the toes.

 

Pointe shoes today are still handmade by specific pointe shoe companies and come in

varieties and fits for different dancers. This means, while there is a strict quality standard,

not every pointe shoe will be exactly the same.

Get the Pointe?
Shoes Make the Dancer

History

The Evolution of Ballet Shoes

1600s
Ballet was

performed in
court settings.

1726
Marie Camgaro was
the first to perform in

flat ballet shoes
instead of heels.

1795
The "flying machine"
was invented to lift
dancers on their

toes using a pulley
system.

1800
Italy and Russia
began to create
hardened shoes
made of layers of

fabric.

1832
Marie Taglioni was
the first woman to
dance on pointe
without wires.

1850
Pointe shoes went

from having a sharp
pointed toe, to a flat

box toe that they
could balance on.

1905
Pointe shoes are
begun to be made

by specialized
cobblers.

1920
Pointe shoes

became refined and
were shaped to the
foot, ultimately safer

for dancers.

2000s
Pointe shoes are

made out of layers
of glued burlap and
canvas with a final

layer of satin.

Photo, Jennifer Mazza, MBSA



The Soles 
Behind the Shoes

Pointe Shoes

Trained in Europe, Leo Harris built his line of dance shoes based on his customers' requests

and suggestions. He worked with local and professional dancers, and researched the

anatomy of the body and the physics of dance. The "Rainbow Arch", "On-The-Square Toe"

and "Expanding Heel" were among Leo's early innovative ideas.

Leo's Dancewear Inc.

In 1982, Salvatore Capezio was appointed as the official shoemaker for the Metropolitan

Opera House. His shop became a meeting place for dancers to discuss their shoe needs

including the world’s leading ballerina, Anna Pavlova. The company also introduced

spandex to the industry, inspired fashion designers and created performance wear for

modern celebrities like Beyoncé.

Capezio

Freed of London's dance shoes have been worn by the greatest dancers since the 1920s.

150,000 pairs of pointe shoes are sold annually and Freed is proud to have made shoes for

world famous dancers: Margot Fonteyn, Sylvie Guillem, Darcy Bussell and even Natalie

Portman in the film Black Swan.

Freed of London

Notice the stylistic differences

between each handmade pointe

shoe. Notice the varying widths,

platforms (the area of the shoe

ballet dancers balance on), and

box shapes (the area of the shoe

that wraps around the toes).

Compare and Contrast

Every dancer's foot is shaped differently. Luckily, many pointe shoe makers have a

signature style. Companies can also make individual adjustments, making sure dancers

have the perfect fit. Listed below are a few major companies who make pointe shoes.

Pointe Shoe Manufacturers



Fun Facts!
Milwaukee Ballet A male dancer lifts over

1.5 tons worth of

ballerinas during a single

performance.

1.

Ballet used to be purely comprised

of men. The art form originated in

Italian courts in the 15th century.

The first female ballet dancer didn't

appear until 1681.

2.

It takes up to 10 years to train a professional

dancer, and many of those years will be spent

taking more than 20 hours of class a week.

3.

Many male ballet dancers can leap

five feet high with torso upright and

legs spread horizontally.

5.

The average cost for a pair

of pointe shoes is $90.

6. In a single season, our

whole company can use

over 400 pointe shoes and

over 200 flat shoes!

7.

Company members often

wear custom made shoes that

can take anywhere from 2-15

months to arrive!

4.



Dancer from 1988 to 2010, and now a choreographer, Crystal Pite has become a female icon

in the male dominated choreographic world. Pite has created an impressive professional

repertoire. She has founded her own company, Kidd Pivot, choreographed for world

renowned companies including, The Paris Opera Ballet, Ballet BC, Les Ballets Jazz de

Montreal, The Royal Ballet and many others, and created over 50 pieces, that are nominated

for and have won several awards. Pite is also an Associate Artist at Sadler's Wells in London,

Associate Choreographer with Nederlands Dans Theatre and an Associate Dance Artist of

Canada's National Arts Centre.

After a 19 year dance career, Amy Seiwert is now a nationally sought after choreographer.

She created her own contemporary ballet company, Amy Seiwert's Imagry. She makes

surprising and experimental work, receiving consistent critical and audience acclaim including,

SKETCH Series and Move to the Now. Seiwert continues to establish an inclusive dance

company as well as being Artistic Director with Sacramento Ballet. 

Preeti Vasudevan is an award-winning choreographer, and founder and Artistic Director at the

dance company Thresh. She is the first female Indian choreographer to be recognized for

outstanding contributions to dance from Joffrey Ballet’s Winning Works Choreographic

Competition, Center for Ballet and the Arts, NY, and the SDC (Stage Directors and

Choreographers) Foundation’s 2018-2019 Observership Class to name a few. With a Master's

in Dance Studies, Vasudevan continues to influence the dance world with her Indian classical

dance.

Women of the
Ballet

Female Choreographers

When you think of ballet, it's easy to picture a female ballerina in

a pink tutu. While it's common for ballet classes to be filled with

women, it's much less common to see female choreographers.

Here are the top three female choreographers you should know.

Ballerinas vs. Choreographers

Crystal Pite

Amy Seiwert

Preeti Vasudevan

Crystal Pite

Preeti Vasudevan

Amy Seiwert



School &
Academy

Milwaukee Ballet

Grow in confidence, in agility, in dedication and be inspired. 

Through structured classes in classical ballet technique for novice 

through pre-professional, we build a foundation that helps our students 

elevate both their art and confidence to their highest potential. See how much 

you can gain on and off stage.

 

Milwaukee Ballet School & Academy (MBSA) is nationally accredited by the National

Association of Schools of Dance. We are one of less than 15 professional ballet schools in

the country to be accredited and the only one in the Midwest. This accreditation recognizes

MBSA meets a rigorous set of national standards for excellence in dance training and

organized operation.

About MBSA

Photo Jennifer Mazza, MBSA

Photo Jennifer Mazza

To learn more, visit our website, milwaukeeballet.org/school-academy/ or contact Alyx

Johnson, MBSA Administrator at ajohnson@milwaukeeballet.org or (414)-902-2149.

Learn More!


